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A Word from the Editor
The word for the first quarter of this year at PHS is “busy”. Our new
product PBRC-AE has launched, and we welcome our new customers in
WA, NSW and Victoria.
With more sites coming onboard for the remainder of the financial
year and beyond, I think the word “busy” will be labelled upon every
quarter this year!
After a solid couple of years of growth, PHS is set for a fruitful year
for company and customers alike.
Along with my predictions for 2010, a quick Google of “predictions
2010” unveils some interesting ideas from a
psychic.
He predicts that quantum physicians will
discover a way to generate electricity from water,
a celebrity will be kidnapped and ransomed and
Australia will win back the Ashes. The last one is
a bit of a “gimme” isn't it?
So, here's to a prosperous 2010!

Surfing the Waves at Middleton

Last October, on a lovely warm day, staff family and friends went
for surfing lessons in Middleton Beach. Afterwards, we went to Bill’s
“shack” for a BBQ. Thanks for Tammy for organising this quarterly
activity. Full story on Page 4 …

PowerHealth Swines at Oztag
We seem to have moved on from netball to Oztag,
this time playing under the name of Swines.
Full story on Page3 …

Lucas Jones
lucas.jones@powerhealthsolutions.com

Outside the Boundaries

Employee Profiles
Meet Yerann and Shane, two of our
newer Billing developers, who joined
us last year.
They are both working on the
Australian Edition of PowerBilling &
Revenue Collection.
Full story on Page 3 …

Announcing the launch of an exciting initiative where existing PHS
customers can apply for free PHS resources to assist in the
development of new and innovative applications using PHS products.
Full story on Page 2 …

Giving back to the community

Full story on Page 5 …

OnDemand Revenue Cycle for MEDITECH

Movie review: Avatar

Paul Evans and Dave Anderson have been working hard with Iatric
Systems to introduce of OnDemand Revenue Cycle solutions to the
MEDITECH community throughout North America.
Full story on Page 3 …

Why is everyone talking about Avatar? It’s just a
movie, right?
Our reviewer saw this movie twice and gave it a
10/10.
She compares this to the responses and ratings
collated by the Internet Movie Database and gives
you some computer-related information about this
movie.
Full story on Page 5 …

Big Decision? You Think Best on Sunny Days

The best way to use PHS support
If you usually go to sunny places for holidays,
this could be making you smarter! More on Page 5 …

When state and national costing study deadlines approach, the use
of PPM increases dramatically… PPM Consultant Nathan Liascos
provides useful and practical advice on how to get the most out of
PHS Support Services. Full story on Page 2 …

Fatty Foods Affect Memory and Exercise

Free PPM Training
“I highly recommend appropriate personnel to take
advantage of this free opportunity.”

Eating fatty food appears to take an almost immediate toll on both
short-term memory and exercise performance. More on Page 5 …

Comment by a training session attendee. Full story on Page 3 …
www.powerhealthsolutions.com
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n Check Known Issues

Outside the Boundaries

Known issues are updated on a fortnightly basis
and provide a general insight into problems that
have occurred as well as workarounds or possible
fix release dates. Click here for the Known Issues
webpage (have your password ready).

In our last issue, we launched an exciting initiative called “Outside
the Boundaries”, a program where existing PHS customers can apply
for free PHS resources to assist in the development of new and
innovative applications using PowerHealth products.
We are an innovative firm and pride ourselves on being one step
ahead. In this spirit, we are challenging ourselves and our customers
to:
 Provide better answers to healthcare management issues
 Improve levels of service and efficiency
by using PowerHealth products in even more productive ways.

Calling all customers

We have a budget set aside for assisting you with worthy projects
using PowerHealth products in clever and innovative ways, to achieve
improved results on your business objectives.
Should you application be accepted, you will be receiving free
PowerHealth resources to assist your project in getting started.

The Known Issues have been consolidated into
a single webpage in HTML format, so that you can review all known
issues in one place.
Finding issues are now much easier using Ctrl + F in your browser to
search and highlight words.

o Identify Differences

If something is not working that used to work see if you can identify
the difference between the working and non-working version, ie What
has changed from one year to another or one setup to another?
This may include changes in data, coding and DRG versions, costing
methodologies, weights, or software upgrades.

p Read User Manuals
Example Projects

Projects that would qualify include:
 Key Performance Indicators
 Automated daily processing of data
 Automation of month-end financial processing
 Reports that link clinical and finanical data in a timely basis, eg
payroll and bed-days.

Successful Applications
Each submission will be evaluated individually, with
successful applications winning free investment of
PowerHealth resources for assisting on the project
development.
by Patrick Power

Refer to the PPM manuals and release
notes. The manuals for PPM may help you
identify any areas that you may have
overlooked in setting up PPM or any steps
that you failed to process. They may also
help provide answers to questions
relating to setup issues, processing and
functionality.
At the end of each module in the manual there is also a
troubleshooting section. The troubleshooting sections provide answers
to commonly asked questions and helps further clarify areas that may
be misunderstood in PPM.

q Use Standard Views
Use standard views in the PPM_views
and advanced_reporting database.
Standard views in both databases can
help identify issues with data and can
also be used for auditing results.

Submit your application by clicking here.

The best way to use PHS support

The views can provide quick results for
common queries such as unlinked feeder
data, admitted records without DRG or transfer records, total
excluded costs and costs by area.

r Log PowerAssist
If you have been through the four
steps above and still have not solved
your problem, then it is time to log an
PowerAssist.
As state and national costing study deadlines approach, the use of
PPM will increase dramatically as many of you rush with sweat on your
brow to run your full year extracts, GL and patient cost allocations
and complete your reports.
With this mad rush also comes an increase in PowerAssists for the
PHS support staff.
To help make both our lives easier, and to provide solutions to your
problems faster, follow these steps before logging a support call.

www.powerhealthsolutions.com

When logging an assist, please provide
as much detail as possible. A good description, stating the PPM version
and PPM module, helps the PowerAssist to be assigned to the right
person.
Screen shots and data examples are also
extremely useful and really help speed up the
investigation and minimise the time for you to get
your solution.
I hope this five step process will help in solving
your issues in a more costly and time efficient
manner. Good luck and happy costing!
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OnDemand Revenue Cycle for MEDITECH

PowerHealth has further extended its
strategic partnership with Iatric Systems with
the introduction of OnDemand Revenue Cycle
solutions to the MEDITECH community
throughout North America.

PowerHealth Swines at Oztag

What is Oztag?

With PowerHealth OnDemand’s Guided
Intelligence Platform for MEDITECH,
hospitals gain immediate and sustainable benefits to improve
performance in all phases of revenue cycle, finance, and clinical
operations.
PowerHealth OnDemand requires no software to purchase, no IT
staff to train or manage, and leads the industry with no long term
contracts for all clients. Providers can immediately leverage the
information they need in on demand and can begin making actionable
decisions based on real answers within days of contract.
Dave Anderson, PowerHealth’s Chief Operating Officer, has been
featured on Iatric System Powercasts, speaking on Driving
Performance Improvement in Revenue Cycle through Intelligence
and Community.

2010 International MUSE
Conference
PowerHealth will be demonstrating
their technology to MEDITECH
customers at the 2010 International
MUSE Conference in Dallas, Texas,
from June 1-4.

Free PPM Training

Oztag a true non-tackling form of Rugby League football, which
involves a strip of cloth attached by Velcro to players’ shorts. Tackling
involves removing the cloth or tag, which is means it is a lot safer
than thugby … er, … rugby.
In Oztag, the attacking team has the advantage (you run at spaces
not faces) because there is more room to move ─ to remove a tag on
the side of the shorts instead of tipping anywhere on the body as
happens in Touch Football. The invention of the tag also prevents
phantom calls.

PowerHealth Swines
Tammy, Oliver and Brett Taylor play for the Swines, in
PowerHealth-sponsored t-shirts. They play at the Glenunga Oval on
Monday evenings.
Round

Date

Teams

1

26/10

Swines vs Kaos

Result
Win

Points
28-5

2

2/11

Swines vs Artful Dodgers

Win

12-10

3

9/11

Swines vs Guten Tag

Lost

9-15

4

16/11

Swines vs Untouchables

Lost

8-20

5

23/11

Swines vs Blue Steele

Win

13-1

6

30/11

Swines vs Fresh Legs

Lost

10-11

7

7/12

Swines vs Legends

Lost

2-18

8&9

11/1

Too hot and Bye

10

1/2

Swines vs Kaos

Win

12-4

The Swines are currently 6
with 4 more rounds to go.

th

on the championship ladder,

Go the Swines!

Employee Profiles
With billing becoming another major product offering, new
developers are coming on board.
Each year, PHS conducts 4 free training sessions, about one per
quarter, with each session covering a different section of PPM, eg
ETVL, Revenue Manager, Reporting and Patient Costing. These
sessions are open to all customers on 25% support or above.

Yerann and Shane started at PowerHealth Solutions late last year,
to work on the Australian Edition of PowerBilling & Revenue
Collection.

Yerann Rafinian

“I was impressed by the professionalism and patience
during the course, and of course their knowledge.”

Yerann is a real family guy and devoted father
to his incredibly cute and beautiful children.
While studying at at UniSA, Yerann won a
scholarship to Japan on an exchange
programme. This really shaped his future as he
met his wife there, and got married 6 months
after returning to Australia.

This is a valuable opportunity to brush up on your skills away from
the hectic work environment. As the sessions are run by PHS
consultants, this means you get valuable training and knowledge
transfer ─ straight from the people who support you every day.

“I highly recommend appropriate personnel to
take advantage of this free opportunity.”
Taj Askew, Clinical Information Analyst
from NSW’s Sydney West Area Health
Service felt that the Data Integration course she attended was very
worthwhile.
Debbie is currently organising the 2010 training sessions and
will be soon be notifying you of the new topics and dates.
www.powerhealthsolutions.com

Fav Food:

Japanese food and chocolate.

Fav Movie:

Too many to choose from. The most recent
favourite movie would be Avatar.

Fav Band/Singer:

Red hot chilli peppers, Mika Nakashima.

Fav Holiday
Destination:

Japan, recently went at the start of the year
with the wife and kids.
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Fav Football Team:

Carn the Crows.

Greatest
Sporting Moment:

has been a while but when the Crows won
the premiership back to back.

Interests:

Basketball, Volleyball, Footy.

Work Ambition:

One day work overseas.

With surfboard in hand, we finally hit the beach. A warm up routine
was followed and practise of paddling and getting up on the surf board
was undertaken on the safe havens of the sands. The skills held by the
staff were in great abundance and everyone was raring for the chance
to hit the water.

Shane Colbert
Shane has recently acquired his Bachelor of
Computer Science from the University of
Adelaide. He wants to go travelling, see the
world and have marvellous adventures.
Meanwhile, Shane enjoys life and fills it with
music, art, reading, running, movies and video
games, as well as cooking for family and friends.
Fav Food:

Pizza, Lasagne and Spaghetti.

Fav Movie:

Fight Club, Requiem for a Dream.

Fav Band/Singer:

Nirvana, Radiohead, BT, Tori Amos, Atlas,
Mastodon.

Fav Holiday
Destination:

New Zealand.

Fav Books

Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep,
The Lord of the Rings, Discworld.

Interests:

Music, Art, Video Games, Running.

Work Ambition:

To have my work make a difference in the
world.

Patrick Power and Brett Taylor show off their high-flying surfing
And hit the water they did, off the surfboard that is. One by one,
staff were falling into the sea, causing waves of their own.
What seemed like a simple action and movement on the sand
suddenly seemed a little bit more difficult a task with the thrashing
water and unpredictable waves.
But, many stuck with it and a few were able to stand and point
their finger to the sky with glee as they rode their board towards the
beach.
After all the hard work (of falling and falling again) an appetite was
conjured up by all.

Surfing the Waves at Middleton
What would normally be a typical Saturday morning for the PHS
staff was completely different for staff on the 31st of October. The
quarterly work activity was upon us again.
This time, PHS staff were treated to a learn-to-surf day down at
Middleton beach, in the state’s South East.
It was a struggle to rise early and meet the bus on time, but staff
made it out in great numbers, eager to take on the monster waves.

Chilling out on the lawn at Bill’s shack
Master chef, Bill May and his wife Cathy hosted the PHS staff and
their families at their palatial shack. We spread ourselves out on the
back lawn and enjoyed the sunshine, BBQ, drinks and good company.

On arrival, the day started with the difficult task of putting on the
wetsuit. While some managed to squeeze in without problems, others
had the problem of putting them on inside-out and even back-tofront.
Phil Moore, consultant, was proud to show off that he fit in his own
wetsuit from his prime younger days and still maintains his fine manly
figure. Unfortunately, the bright yellow strip glimmering down the
side of his wetsuit also followed the fashion of his younger era.

Phil Moore and Oliver Tatlow-Lord get the low down on surfing

www.powerhealthsolutions.com

Patrick even brought a bouncing castle for the kiddies! Festivities
continued into the late evening.
It was a great day and the “workout” was enjoyed by all!

Staff who took the pre-organised bus back to the Adelaide
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Giving Back to the Community

Big Decision? You Think Best on Sunny Days

Casual Friday
Collections
Last quarter’s collection was
larger than usual!
$365 went to the Breast Cancer Foundation to
fund research into the prevention, treatment and
cure of breast cancer.

A new study finds that some people are more mentally nimble on
sunny days, but have duller brains on cloudy days, regardless of the
season.

The National Breast Cancer Foundation is
Australia’s only national non-profit foundation
established to promote and support research into
every aspect of breast cancer.

These findings add to mounting evidence that the weather affects
how well we think and respond.

Blood Donations
Shane has taken over from Tammy on blood matters
and organised Corporate Partnership with Australia
Red Cross PowerHealth Solutions. They now send
around a bus to pick us up regularly and take us to the
Pirie Street office.
PHS encourages staff to donate blood by covering
each employee up to 1 hour each time for taking the
time to give blood.

Movie Review: Avatar
This is an awesome movie with good acting,
fantastic visuals and a good story. I saw it in 3D,
twice, and I was utterly blown away by it.

I give this movie a 10 out of 10, and have
moved all my otherratings down a notch.
I am not alone in my 10 rating. Note the
Ratings graph www.imdb.com below ─ it has the
classic curve for a good film, with a very steep
curve towards the 10 end. It is interesting to
compare this curve with another recent movie
with a similar average rating, where there is a
bump on the curve in the 8-9 range.

2006 The Departed = 8.4

2009 Avatar = 8.4

If you haven’t seen it yet, go see it
because it makes movie history.
Better still, go see it in 3D and make sure you arrive early enough
to grab seats in the middle. Don’t go with too many expectations
(because you might be fall in the bottom part of the curve). Just sit
back and let it all soak in. At the very least, you should enjoy the art.
With a 40% live action and 60% CGI, the visual effects were done by
Weta Digital, the New Zealand company behind Peter Jackson’s Lord
of the Rings trilogy. Amazingly, each frame took 24 hours to render.
At 24 frames per second for a normal 2D movie, that’s a lot of
computer processing. The 3D version runs at 144 frames per second,
which is an even more mind boggling effort!
After those numbers, it is no surprise
that Avatar is the most expensive
movie ever made (US$280M). But it has
all been worth it as Avatar has grossed
over $2B worldwide (as of Feb 3),
earning back its investment many times
over.

www.powerhealthsolutions.com

This latest study conducted at the University of Alabama in
Birmingham found that people were almost three times as likely to
have impaired cognition after gloomy weather compared to those in
sunny climes, especially if they were also experiencing some
symptoms of depression.

It all makes sense in terms of how we evolved
“In evolutionary terms, we were originally called upon to do the
most taxing tasks during the day, so it makes sense that sunlight
would serve as a signal to the brain to perk up so it could handle
challenging things,” Professor DeRubeis explains.
“And then it would make sense not to waste energy at night since
nothing much happens after dark.”

Can we become smarter if we spent ours holidays
in sunny places instead of cloudy places?
“We don’t yet know if living in a climate that consistently
bombards you with light will improve cognitive function," says
DeRubeis.
“But there’s good evidence from the mood research front that
visiting such a place and getting away from a gloomy place for a
stretch of time is likely to have a good impact.”

To find out more, click here to read the full article

Fatty Foods Affect Memory and Exercise

Eating fatty food appears to take an almost immediate toll on both
short-term memory and exercise performance, according to new
research on rats and people.
New research shows how indulging in fatty foods over the course of
a few days can affect the brain and body long before any extra pounds
show up.
After high-fat diets the participants then underwent physical and
cognitive tests. Physical performance declined by about 30% and
cognitive function by about 17%.
Fatty foods appear to have a short-term effect on exercise
performance because the body reacts to high fat content in the blood
by releasing certain proteins that essentially make the metabolism
less efficient.
The findings are particularly relevant to people who may not worry
about binging on fatty foods because they exercise regularly.

Click here to read the full article from the New York Times

Opt Out: Click here if you want to unsubscribe from this newsletter
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